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It is appropriate that this issue of The Testament follows closely on the heels of the Lenten-Easter season. Newly
budding life is boldly pushing up from the ground or through the tips of branches that have remained dry for what has
been an exceptionally long winter. The metaphors of new life ripple easily from earth to paper; the “Showings”
abound. Perhaps many of us are familiar with Julian of Norwich’s text of the same name. During a sickness in which
she came close to death, Julian experienced visions of the crucified Christ which would take her a lifetime to interpret.
Her writings testify to a contact with the passion of the living God that few persons can claim. This love forms the
basis of her overwhelming assurance that “in the end everything will be charity.” Through the trials and out of the

sufferings of our lives, we may hope to follow Julian in proclaiming a love that remains fresh, holding all creation in
its care. As the earth surrounding us blooms once again, we may hope to mirror Julian’s claim:
“Sometimes the soul is so full of [thanksgiving] that it breaks out in words...”
—the Editors
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Soon Not Yet
by Lyn Olson

Wind and rain swell to meet me this morning
As I rise hopin ple sun.
100% chance of,umidity - gloom ifI let it be so or nurture as it is meant to be.

100% perfect - to water the earth,
seeping to kernels of new We stretching below.

Soon it will be time for bulbs and blossoms
to rise in the morning to meet me.
100% chance of showers of delight

from above and below.
A perfect pattern to nurture my soul,

Living water, your creation, and You, God.

Creator, forecaster of wind, rain, and blossom.
You, God are everything - all in all.
The One who creates, One who promises,
One who unites, One who regenerates - all.

And who sets me apart for your great pleasure forever.

I will wait in the rain.
100% chance of glor
on earth as it is in

heaven.

Soon, not yet.

photo by Erin Dunigan

of 3 J

(Untitled)
by Ebony Burris
loose, unraveling, rolling mind
reaching from the abyss
to the towering trees
serenity, I crave

amidst the screaming silence
beneath me the weary land sighs
it appeared and went like a shooting star
not with a light.
not as pure as snow
but dark, cold, longing
flashes of a childhood
I see pink
swirled with laughter
watching and crying
[ knew
you were always with me
and you will never leave...
my mind
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stinky,

throw

elbows,

a

few

stale-aired
hey,

SMELLY BOYS
the R7

Herman
car

doesn’t

of

the

everyone

R7
want

but
a

not
window

before

I

seat?

I

tier
eleCGn Chalr with a brown stain on it perhaps from a
passenger’s
complete nausea of riding on a train to center city
Philadelphia
during
rush
hour
where
a yuppified
business
man
plays tetris on his company-issued laptop and a young woman “seals
the deal”
on her brilliantly
colored
company-issued
cell phone
complete with a digital something-or-other which probably messes
up certain air waves that might carry messages from some Houstonlike SEPTA headquarters
to the R7 train driver to prevent catastrophes such as derailments and crashes so I put on my headphones,
close my eyes,
listen to my napster burned CD mix #44 and lose
myself somewhere between the airwaves of life and death but there
are a bunch of kids who just boarded who seem to have no problem
with
the
stale,
recycled
air
that
everyone’s
breathing
or the
yuppified
business
people
on
their
way
from New York
City
to
Philadelphia
(a commute I never really understood)
where I assume
these kids are going to have a good time evident by their glittered painted faces
(they look like fairies
from a John William
Waterhouse painting)
I am intrigued by their starry eyes—oh how
innocent cherub contradiction— but what really lies inside their
youthful hearts,
I am too tired and too far removed to tell but
maybe the yuppies know what they’re thinking or whoa!- someone is
Sitting next
to me!!!
Who the hell dares
to occupy my personal
space?? I’m insulted
as I wait my usual approximate two minutes to
take a quick gander at the person to the left, but it takes less
Eeam

ten

Seconds

for

his

putrid

stench

to

reach

my

olfactory

factory and I begin to dream up other ways
in which that brown
stain on my chair got there in the first place I’m feeling sick
Mveert
and*iL
begin
wishing I were
a fairy
in a John William
Waterhouse painting frolicking around some sleeping scantily clad
Adonis, giving him fairy kisses and sweet dreams of starry nights
emomover’s
lips
and Venus,
but
instead
I am catapulted
into
Edward

Hopper’s

lonesome

shadow

of

realism

and

I am

about

to

hurl

into smelly-boy’s
lap,
but then again,
I wanted a window seat,
where I could look out to trash pile dung heaps, decaying houses,
and poor people
in North Philadelphia
who can only dream about
cell
phones
and
laptops,
what’s
a cell
phone
when
you
can’t
survive

long

enough

to

use

all

your

free

minutes?

The

best

I

can

do is dream of making a difference but my glittered dreams
that
are born in the starry eyes of the “innocent” youth are disrupted
by the static infused air waves and crushed
by cyber tetris pieces
and there my dream is left to die and rot in the funked-out man
Pecunia
snes
Lome
wana as
1. sit
‘there
in all my whiny
selfabsorption
and selfishness
I wonder why I ever wanted a window
seat in the first place.

|}

To my beloved,
[ haven’t written in a while. Please take a few minutes and journey with me to where I’ve been,
how far I’ve come and how far WE’ VE got to go.
My Soul looks back,

lest I forget,

I NEVER KNEW but yet, I felt the weight of my ancestors pressing on my shoulders.
[ NEVER KNEW but I felt the cowhide stroke my naked back amidst a wooden pedestal in a
dramatic monologue.
[NEVER KNEW but I felt the PAIN and HUMILIATION of a Sambo as | shared my
Grandfather’s rendition of “Christian Automobile’.

| NEVER KNEW, but I felt their PAIN and HOPE... as I envisioned the “Great Day” the righteous were marching and FELT the melancholic tone of a high school Black girl singing

“Twill

BE FREE

some day.”

My Soul looks back and MOURNS,
As I realize how RELIGION was used to turn us against each other and dehumanize us to a
point of APATHY.
[ MOURN when I realize that a free slave was never really free, just as an educated Black male
is still seen as a

“troublesome nigger.”
LMOURN when I begin to understand the SHACKLES
OF SLAVERY have been moved from around our ankles to behind our backs. Where 40% of my
people make up the prison community and we are merely a tenth of the national population.
[MOURN when I realized how blinded I have been for TWENTY THREE years of my lifeHaving grown up in the pews of Joseph Lowery, eaten in the house of Andy Young, learned in the
halls of Frederick Douglass High
School (never opening a page of the name sake’s book) and being ignorant to the works of
David Walker, Jarena Lee, Howard Thurman, Wyatt Tee Walker and a list of others.
My Soul looks back to REMIND ME,
That my forefathers and mothers were intentionally prohibited to PRAY or even hear the New
Testament for fear they would grasp the LIBERATING POWER of Jesus Christ.
That my foreparents were intentionally forbidden to READ, in fear that they would PROGRESS beyond their
stages of INFERIORITY and understand that the words stated in the Declaration of Independence contradict
the institution of slavery.
That | am as much an American as anyone, understanding that the soil | walk on was watered with the
blood, sweat and tears of my foreparents.
My soul looks back and WONDERS...
How far have we come?

to}

Why don’t we vote?

——

nm

OO

Have we grown too TALL to bend our knees and help another up?
Did we forget the struggle?

The blood?

The prayers for a better day?

—_Has the better day come?

Is it here?

The tears?

If it were, would we know it?

If we’re blessed do we show it?
Do they know we are Christians?
By our love or by our luxury? By our gains or by our giving?
Did we forget the struggle?

Did we forget God?

Did we forget? Did we...

My Soul looks back, but DOESN’T STAY THERE,
[ must galvanize others to SPEAK and STAND for the truth.
To lace up their sHors of the Gospel of peace,
tighten their belts of truth,
strap on their HELMETS of salvation,
pick up their suiELps of faith and
sworbs of the Holy Spirit and get ready for war.
[am merely one of many, ready to lead God’s people
into the BATTLE FOR EQUAL RIGHTS of all
people, and to CLAIM JUSTICE FOR THE
OPPRESSED.
I love you all and as we hurriedly move throughout the
busy day allow your soul to look back and
remember that it is our DUTY and OBLIGATION to
fight this battle.
[am PREPARING myself for the fight to “comfort
those who are upset, and upset those who are
PLEASE JOIN ME...

comfortable’ -

With love and sincerity,
Your brother in the radical character of Christ,

Gregory
7

e-

5

C. Ellison II
‘

March 9, 2000

FORCES
by Chesney Roe
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A LENTEN AND EASTER MEDITATION
These are Mine
by Bonnie Smith

I see their faces—confused children.
Always so like children.

Every muscle is tearing with the weight of their sin,
But it has to be.

How can you hate children?
They’re so unpredictable when frightened.

I promised them their burden would be light.
This Cross is too heavy for them.

They just do not understand—yet.
But no matter what they do, these are Mine.

I must go. But I cannot leave them as orphans.
They need the Comforter.

Beyond all this, I see such potential,

I cannot hold them all.

So much promise for their future.

There will be too many—and they will be frightened.

In their confusion

I have given them enough Bread and New Wine to last them forever.
If only they can try to love one another until | come for them.

They nailed Me here to die.

In the meantime, I will prepare the most beautiful place for them.
Everything must be perfect; for these are Mine.

They have fixed My feet to be immovable,
Forever in the midst of them.

The searing pain in My hands—
Is not just from the nails,

eng

Look at them, Father.
So angry, so lonely, so scared.

But from reaching out forever to hold them in My love,
And knowing I will lose some.

They are Yours too Father, not only what they are,
But what they can become.

The thorns only remind Me that they suffer too,
Children who need protection.

I love them Father and You and I have eternity to watch them grow.
But for now,

The Blood running into My eyes, mixed with tears,
Only blinds Me to their faults.

Father,
Forgive them,
For they know not what they do.

Photos from Bangladesh
by Noelle Tenn
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When I took my first communion
by Heather Faller

The Easter I was seven,
I didn’t wear a veil,
I had not studied a catechism,
and I didn’t know the Our Father.

When I was given the bread,
I ate it, and I didn’t wait

for the minister’s words.
I swung my feet.
I waited for everyone else to eat.
The minister said,

”This is my body,”
and he said,

”This is my blood.”
I felt faint on the way home,
and my mother put one hand on my forehead,
and put me to bed.
My father came in.
“it’s the bread and wine,”
my mother told him.

”She’s scared of the bread and wine.”
My father sighed, sat down on the bed,

“It’s just bread. Don’t worry about it!”
”’For Christ’s sake!” said my mother.
But I knew.

{11}
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The Labyrinth
by Ericka Parkinson

| approached the journey in anticipation
A desire to grow with contemplation
At the entrance, I allowed all others to leave
Gave myself some time, a chance to breathe.
As | embarked on the seeming maze,
[| quandered if I had inadequate gaze,
For, the cross at the center was so close, how odd,
Just as in childhood we feel so close to God.
“Jesus loves me, this I know
for the Bible tells me so.”

But wait... have I passed it by?
To find how I’ve stepped wrong, I am too weary to try.
Just one more mistake within my mess,
Just one more way in which I am less.
And then J arrive, I fall to my knees

And it is here that | exclaim my inadequacies.

With no hope of forgiveness
I fervently confess
My heart is on fire, my soul is a mess
Within my being, I am at war, all that is, is unrest
Immediately, just then, a voice spoke to my pain

But, now Iam lead onto the outside circle,

And although my cynic’s spirit tried to explain,

I] am unaware of the Divine cycle.
I contemplate my soul, and all of its mess
Too ashamed to admit, too ashamed to confess.

I heard Her soft voice as she lovingly proclaimed

It is you that | love, it is you that I claim.
And although this truth uttered was not new, it was fresh.

Out of childhood we grow
It seems so difficult to know
Every step on the outside, we feel so
Every move that we make, we seem
But with these steps and moves, and
Do we come closer to the Center, we

It spoke to my dirt, to my sin, to my mess.
separated
so isolated.
with this state of mind,
ultimately find.

“Honey Child, why do you hate yourself so?
That when you feel wrong, despicable and low,

That it is from me you go?
“T love your mess, your dirt your crap.

As I near the cross once more,

From my bosom comes this mercy, as from a tree the sap.

It possesses more meaning in my core...

And this mercy, and this mercy only,

Will give you the power to be what you will be.”
“How precious did that grace appear, the hour Ifirst believed.”

That Was Me A Revelat
by Dave McNutt

10n.

The Stonewall Links:

I

by Sherry Elliott
The stones: gray and cast with shadows
Are never warmed by the sun on this side where I live.
Low and moss covered the stones are touched by dark grass.
Tiny trails for field mice run the jagged edges.
The stones: piled evenly, some round and others flat,
Are held together by the wisdom of the stone mason.
Balanced and graceful the stones are touched by winds.
Friends often lean against the stones to talk for awhile.
You and I have done the same.

One day when the sun threw your shadow across my face,
The stones’ shadow falling over my feet, we talked.
You thrust your hand into your pocket, pulling out
An apple, a pen knife.
Placing the apple on a flat stone,
You opened the knife carefully, drew first one side,
And then the other across your hip. Clean.
In two motions the pieces rocked gently on the stone.
Shaping out the four parts of the core,
Small black seeds fell to the stone. Again:
Drawn across your hip, the blade pushed in the handle,
The knife, hidden in you pocket.
You separated the quarters to share.
[ heard your first bite crack the red skin.
Juices spilled from the corner of your mouth and
Darkened the stone near the seeds.
The sun moved across the sky. I move to stay in you
Shadow, to see your face. The apple was finished.
The talk was over. Silent, the wall between,
You stood away from the stonewall.
[ lifted my hand to shield my eyes, to say goodbye.
Walking down the road, you crested the hill,
My eyes no longer to follow your journey home.
The stonewall would be by your side all the way.
[t is enough for me to know the stonewall links our lands.
In the night, when you go to the barn,
The stonewall with its shadow cast by moonlight
Will remind you I am here.

~of 14 >

What it’s like?
by Jonathan Campbell
When someone asks what it is like to be disabled | often answer, “I don’t know. | have
been disabled from birth. It’s like breathing.
Can you tell me what it’s like to breathe?”
Usually that satisfies their curiosity. They don't
say much. Relatively painless...

Now, would you do something for me?
If you ever know a child like me, tell them God
loves them. That their disability is not because
God is punishing them.
A disability is not the mark of sin, and it isn’t
evil.

| don’t mind the question.
They haven't done anything wrong.
It’s the looks that often accompany the question that bother me.
The concerned look that attempts to show
sympathy, but really holds pity.
My favorite has to be the head-nod and the
glassy eyes. You can almost hear them
scream.
“There but by the grace of God go |. (Translation: Thank you God for making me healthy
and normal.”)
The easy way out is to give them the easy,
happy cripple answer: “Well, itis difficult, but
all things work together for good.........
The truth is | can’t tell you what it is like to be
disabled.
If you really want to know...you have to be
that six-year-old on his knees in a dark room
praying in a muffled voice to a God that is
more pain than love.
God, please forgive me for whatever | did to
cause this to happen to me.”
Forgive me. Heal me. I'm sorry.
Forgive me for not being healthy and normal
like the others. Forgive me for whatever it
was | did wrong.

Tell them their life is going to be full. Yes,
they will have to suffer at times (everyone
does) and they will have to fight against ignorance, but they can have friends and laugh
and fall in love.
lf | could go back in time and speak to that
little boy | would tell him all those things.
| would shout it, and I’d say it over and over
again until he believed it.
But | can’t. And every so often that boy, now
deep inside of this man, gets down on his
knees and prays to God in a muffled
VOICE cee: “Please heal me | have faith, |
believe’.
The prayer is founded on the residue of a selfhating theology that remains in a soul that
should know better.
The answer to the boy’s prayer is clear and
comes from the part of me that has seen past
the pain, fear, and bigotry.
The answer varies in strength and clarity,
sometimes embraced too often ignored but it
is always the same.

“There is nothing wrong with me; get up,

please get up!”

That's the best answer | can give you.

15 >
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California
by Heather Faller
Driving on the coast,
the mountains on one side
and the sea on the other,
and the road is wrapping around like a ribbon on a gift,
and there’s no defensive driving here
no stop lights, no road signs, no oncoming cars,
just me, the white convertible and the dog on the seat
his ears blowing back in the wind.
— It’s been a long winter
a long time underground,
snowed in and sealed off
but now the great trees wave as we go by
and the sun is pouring down like honey—
and we don’t know if we’re headed north to freedom
to the great forests of Canada
where elk drink from rambling rivers
and bear have berry stained bibs,
or south, to grace, Mexico, little villages,
|

:
k

q
?

people grinding corn and taking siestas—
but it doesn’t matter;
the road is the thread that joins them together,
weaving up and down like the waves
While we witness the mountains on one side
and the sea on the other
the mountains never moving,
drawing light to their jagged snow-capped peaks
and the sea, never still,
drawing light to its white and ragged edges,
now billowing, now boiling,
now lying down, smoothing the covers and seeming to sleep,
and the cliffs in the fog like the sea’s dream, like my dream,
where I’m riding down a long road unfurling like a ribbon
with a dog in a white convertible in California.
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On March 26, we, the editors of The Testament, received a letter regarding our choice of cover art for the Spring issue that

was extremely troubling. Following a meeting with the co-chairs and one other student who are members of the Association of Black Seminarians, it was decided that the most appropriate response would be to include the letter itself along with
our own public apology to the seminary community. These letters are found below. We wish to express to the entire
seminary community our deepest regrets.

Association of Black Seminarians
PRINCETON

THEOLOGICAL

SEMINARY

March 26, 2001

To the Editorial Team of the Testament:

While we acknowledge your right to artistic freedom as a Christian publication produced:
by and

for the seminary

community,

we

the members

of the Association

of Black

Seminarians believe the cover of the March issue of the Testament to be in poor taste and
antithetical to the pursuit of a pluralistic Christian community.
To place a picture of a man of African-descent alongside the caption “Dark Night of the
Soul”, serving as the representative image of torture, torment, anguish and anxiety, sows
the seeds of mental myth and misconception that reaps the harvest of conscious and
unconscious racial discrimination. In an age where the virus of racial profiling in all
sectors is debilitating the social immune system of this nation, for your publication to
contribute toward this type of psychological indoctrination is appalling and we believe
the apex of irresponsibility.
Therefore, we the students of African-descent, under the auspices of the organizing body
the Association of Black Seminarians, demand a printed acknowledgment and apology in
the Apnil publication of the Testament citing your gross negligence as an editorial staff.
We pray this request can and will be the first and final phase toward resolving this
unfortunate lapse of judgment.
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Jonathan L. Walton
Co-Chair

Association of Black Seminarians * Princeton Theological Seminary * RO. Box 821, Princeton, NJ 08542-0803
Phone: 609-252-2100

© Email: abs@nptsem_edu
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March 27, 2001

To the Association of Black Seminarians:
Thank you for your letter of concern regarding the image used on the front cover of this past issue of The
Testament. We would like to sincerely apologize for any pain or harm that our choice of cover caused.

We acknowledge and agree that the “mental myth and misconception” which you describe in your letter is
a harmful and irresponsible image to perpetuate, and we regret that we may have unintentionally contributed to this stereotype.
We chose the picture based upon its aesthetic merits in relation to the theme ofthe issue. The intensity of
the picture, particularly the beads of sweat and the directness of the eyes were felt to be powerful expressions of what we believe the Dark Night encompasses. St. John of the Cross describes the Dark Night as a
joyful, though painful, renunciation that leads to union with God on the basis of dispossessing the believer
of all things that are not God. We intended the image to represent this human, spiritual struggle and
neither the particular struggles nor stereotypes of persons of African descent. Several attempts were made
to manipulate the image so that this would be more apparent, but every effort to produce something more
powerful ended in a softened or degraded image that did not carry the same weight. In the end, we decided
to use the original image with a slight modification that did not detract from the whole of the picture.
It may still be asked, if such pains were taken, then why not simply use another image and avoid any
potential misunderstandings? This is certainly the question we must ask ourselves as the sole participants
in the decision-making process for The Testament. Though we may perceive any particular image as
giving one impression, this impression will not be a universal one. In short, what we were trying to
present as an expression of the intensity of the Dark Night does not alter the fact that there were others
who perceived a different set of representations. We hope in light of the preceding explanation, you will
not fault our intent. However, we take full responsibility for any negative connotations that have arisen as
a result of using a picture of a man ofAfrican descent and extend to you a genuine apology. The fact that
we have offended any members of the seminary community in any manner is a very painful realization
something that we never would wish to do either as individuals or as editors responsible to this community
for our choices. We hope that you will likewise extend your understanding toward us in our
acknowledgement of a decision, the consequence of which, we deeply regret.
Sincerely,
The Testament editors

Gavin Van Horn

Marcy Carbajal

{19Je

Mike Wassenaar

“As a measure of God’s great love for us, he shows us all that
is honest and to our purpose for the moment; and even the
things that he chooses to keep from us now, he shows them hid
so that we may learn and understand that shall see it clearly in
his endless bliss.”

The Testamentisa publication for creative expressions of faith, produced by and for the seminary community.

Views expressed in Zhe Testamentare not necessarily shared by the editors or PTS. If you’re interested in
being a part of the Testament staff next year, please email gavin.van@ ptsem.cdu or marcy.carbajal @ptsem.cdu.

Much thanks to all who submitted their work this year. Have a fantastic summer!

Liditors:
Technical Stuff:

Gavin VanHorn & Marcy Carbajal
= Michacl Wassenaar

perception

the Testament
Autumn 2001

perception
It is the way in which we see, notice, understand,

and realize that makes all things around us and in us
both visible to our inner being and invisible to our
eyes. Within this tension lie a grinding peace and a
quiet anxiety as we hold on, in faith, believing that
some of what we perceive to be true is actually true;
while other things we would rather throw away as
deception. For in all things, real and unreal, the Sacred is present. Are we prepared to “see” what this
Sacred reveals to those who love?

The editors,

Ebony Burris & Judson Odell
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Cover photo by Erin Dunigan

How light is absorbed in the objects to create the
colors we perceive:
A moment

(more ofa millisecond
flash) where
light penetrates the same
ordinary objects
from an abstract
angle and (as a
dawning) unknown colors
are born — like in a dream
when you sense
you've been the spectator
of some parallel situation, yet
with this brilliant

inversion. And these things,
these ordinary constructs
with which we pass our
days (institutions,
relationships, etc.)

become slanted,
shimmering, and are perceived
to reveal an unobstructed
potential for transcending
this mundane mess.
Until we recall
the incessant reminders
that we are
not prone to illuminations.

Exodus

Let me rage, here, in my own
World, far removed --

Not by space, but sheer existential
Depth (dysfunction?) -From the surface of chat and things-to-do.
Let me rage in my smiling and laughing
Until the Day of Kicking
(And kicking hard)
The ass that Moses glimpsed, reverently,
From a cleft of a rock, and was satisfied.

Until that Day, my rage is my silence.
Even puppets feel.

Kingdom Yellow
for my host-mother
Dona Elsa de Montano P.
Santa Cruz, Bolivia, 1998.

This night before going to bed,
I see a wedge oflight
like butter and a door:
the absolute yellow
of the kingdom of heaven.
If I enter this wedge oflight
I might come out in the absolute yellow
of my childhood kitchen:
yellow linoleum and wallpaper. Across the street
at Grandma’s, I could grease my hands again
in yellow butter to pat zweibach dough.
I remember the false daisies in her bathroom
that bristled yellow from out of the black boot.
Black boots are what I wore one Austrian
Christmas Eve when we all carried yellow
candle-flames and sang Stille Nacht
to the night. Later, over punch, we decked
our tree with yellow beeswax candles.
Stille Nacht; Heilige Nacht. Every night is
holy, but not every night is silent:
I hear infant cries, rooster mutterings.
A helicopter growls above me now,
but I think instead ofa quiet airplane
with a blinking yellow nose

like a mustard seed.
Airplanes have peanuts, coloring books,
smiling attendants. I have never seen
planes explode. Never have I heard rattles
and screams as buses careen from cliffs.
Yet such has now invaded my experience.
Is death the working out, the growth,
of the mustard seed? Is it the final settling?
Elsa, you are settled here, finally, with
3 children, with a bevy of chickens. You are
doing laundry. I have grown to like
the sound of scrubbing. A sound
like whispers and water, like lullaby.
You scrub clothes now in yellow sun.
Plantains fry in their sugar for lunch.
Next, we eat under a bird-chorus

and the boys talk in wonder about a found
tortoise. | savor the tender plantains
and the yellow majadito rice.
Looking into the gold of your face, one
tanned from work and sun and children,

I somehow know that this yellow kingdom,
this kingdom ofheaven, is yours: this holiness,
this pearl of great price, this yellowing afternoon.

The Psychology of Invisibility
The New York City Subway may very well be the truest and falsest community on the face of this earth.
This evening Antoinette and I journeyed to Times
Square to view a movie. On the way to the theater, we
were in the midst of Sunday evening subway traffic.
For some reason, I became completely aware of all that
surrounded me. I began to look at the faces of those
around me, their mannerisms, and responses to this

very unique transient community. There was the
woman with the pink hair several seats down from me.
Seated next to her were two middle-aged men who I
perceived to be gay because of their very intimate co ntact. On the end of the train I watched a pot -bellied,
Italian man shake the hand of a friend who was acco mpanied on the train by his son. After this kind gesture,
he was removed from the ethos of the community in a
matter of seconds and the train continued on its methodical mission of transporting varied groups of pe 0ple along its well-worn lines. Across from Antoinette
and I were two Asian men. The older had several rings
on his hand and suffered from acne, the younger li stened to his older counterpart intensely — as 1fa wise
sage was training him. Then there was the woman who
came in with the striped colorful sweater. Her eyes
were intriguing. She looked up at the ceiling from the
minute she walked on the train. Several stops passed
and she never looked down. Eyes are key here. I remember the upper-middle class blonde woman, who
was now surrounded by complete strangers because her
friend had gotten off at an earlier stop. Her eyes were
half-closed. Flickering nervously. Not fully sleep.
Possibly afraid of those surrounding her, so she closes
out the unfamiliarity of this underground world by se eing the darkness of her eyelids.

Clutching her purse tightly she becomes invisible. The
eyes are so key here. | also remember the teenager
staring at his new Mariah Carey CD. He dangled a
blue Adidas bag in between his legs as he studied the
back of the pop icon’s CD. He never looked up. Co mpletely lost in the world of the fine print strewn across
the back of Mariah Carey’s CD.
The eyes are so important because no one is seen. This
speaks to the falsity of this community. Very rarely are
people embraced, recognized, acknowledged or even
seen. For the most part all are invisible. Though in
close proximity to others in this readily changing space,
most are careful and cautious to not acknowledge the
other human beings.

An impersonal atmosphere, 1n-

deed. But it is also the truest community on this earth.
No place on the face of this earth 1s composed of such a
great diversity of people as this elaborate underground
transit system. This community houses the educated
elite, and mentally handicapped poor, the single mom
with stroller and the over-worked father with laptop,
the 4" grade Hispanic girl with pink Powder Puff book
bag and the young African American male with Raman
suit and DMX pulsating in his CD player. A true co mmunity, indeed.
On the way back from the very intriguing movie, I am
entangled in a vast web of clinging emotion. Confused.
Angered. Wondering where I could help or possibly fit
in. I nervously began to braid the loose string on my
gray cashmere scarf that sat above my black leather
Kenneth Cole jacket. Underneath the coarse leather
was a 100% wool gray Brooks Brother’s sweater. B eneath the sweater providing a varied contrast to the
deep gray, is a bright orange gap button-down oxford
shirt.

Serving as an undershirt beneath my three layers is a
navy blue t-shirt from Emory University, my alma mater. While we’re talking about schools, atop of my
head was a black and orange Princeton Nike hat that I
bought this past Friday before entering the city. Of
course I had to finish the outfit in a coordinated state,

with my favorite Elvis that I bought from Marshall’s
for twenty three dollars and a new pair of black leather
boots to match the black leather Kenneth Cole belt
around my waist and coat covering my three layers of
shirts. Needless to say, I have a lot to be thankful for.
Its amazing how much can be said about me, by simply
analyzing the clothes that I had on. Strangely enough
many of those items were bought not only because |
enjoy good fashion, but also because I realize that when
presenting myself in public, | always put my best foot
forward — who knows who you'll see or who sees you?
What a poignant question.
Back to the subway ride. We had left the movie and
boarded the subway. The emotions swam around in my
head searching for place of solace to be gathered.
Strangely enough in the midst of playing with the gray
scarf, that I spoke of earlier, an air of silence covered
the subway. It was much like the quiet that comes over
the class before the professor begins her lecture. Little
did I know that this true and false community would be
my sanctuary, my classroom for higher learning that
evening. Clank. Clank. The doors close at the end of
our subway as | hear someone walking into our train
from another car. “Iam 57 years old. I have just left
St. Luke’s hospital where I stayed for sixty-eight days.
I was in the hospital because I was stabbed outside of
the train station. I am recovering. But I need help.
Food, money, whatever you can offer.” Homeless pe ople in this true/false community are not a rarity.

As a matter of fact, a homeless fellow sat diagonally
across from Sunny and I. He had a conversation with
another homeless person who just five minutes earlier
walked up and down the corridor shaking a tattered p aper cup and asking for money. But something seemed
to be different about the voice that came from the end
of the car.
I could hear the footsteps approaching. The group of
four to the right of me continued talking as if no one
had uttered a word—attesting to the falseness of this
community. But something was different about this
voice, my eloquent professor for the evening. A midst
the conversation of those on my right and the homeless
man peering curiously at me diagonally from my left, I
reach for my pocket. "Are you going to give that man
some money?” Sunny asked innocently. No response
on my part. Just Silence. What caused this? Who
knows? I shuffle through my brown leather Polo wallet
and come across a five-dollar bill. I extend my hand
not even looking up and a hand reached down to grasp
the paperback. My head raises and I look into the re ddened eyes of this man who said he was 57 and I see
pain, anguish, and degradation. More surprisingly, I
see recognition. By this time the four on my right have
stopped talking. The gentleman diagonally to my left is
frozen in disbelief. Antoinette places her hand gently
on my knee. And the 57-year-old man, with an old banana peel in his hand and a ragged brown coat takes a
seat near the door and says, “Thank you.” However, I
gather that he is not thanking me for the money. HE
places his head on the pole and though no tears
dropped, I felt him crying inside. I chose not to stare at
him.

A few seconds passed and he looks up, careful to gain my
attention, stares me in the eye and says, “Thank you.”
“God bless you my brother,” I responded. He takes a bite
of his banana. I return back to staring at my scarf. As the
train approaches the stop, I look outside of the plexi-glass
window to notice the white, brown and baby blue tiles on
the wall of the 116" street Columbia University stop. I
grab hold of Sunny’s hand and solemnly step out of the
door passing my humble professor as I leave. From the
distance, I hear for the third time, ““Thank you, sir.” I nod

my head in recognition and walk to Sunny’s apartment
clasping tightly to her hand, silently with watering eyes.
The eyes are so important.

This evening I saw the trueness of God’s communit y
when my professor accepted my small gift for the pric e-

less lesson he taught me. When our eyes connected, we
felt whole. This possibly could have been the first time
this gentle professor was noticed, acknowledged and
shown love this entire Sabbath day. He appeared to be
more touched from the recognition of his personhood
than the substance of the gift. He was no longer invis 1ble! His genuineness, humility, strength and gratitude
taught me an unforgettable lesson. I realized how much I
take for granted, how thankful I should be and how the
gift of love can restore wholeness to a broken spirit. For
a measly five dollars, I was given a glimpse ofthe kin gdom of God here on earth. How much we have to be
thankful for and how much more can we give?
Lovingly,
Gregory C. Ellison II
November
1:05 AM

19, 2001

In Memorium

Even the memorials we build
for each other crumble.
I lifted the blanched, blank stone, the etched name

rubbed off from years of rain, summers
that burnt it, winters that wore it away.
A tombstone uprooted, detached
from its antecedent, the body
underground, cold and life-gone,

no recognition, no surprise
at the unending passage of time.
Some avoid watching the slow decay,
the gravestone, the way we wear down,
the bleaching of our bent bodies
until everything frail accepts death, closes
like a book shut, leaving traces of its line
in our thoughts somewhere.
A terrible quiet disregard
haunts ancient cemeteries, everything bare,
the fresh wildflowers springing up around generations
neglected, no long roots
growing through the ground. None of my friends can
remember
their great-grandparents’ names.

streams

streams of blurring genres
and
reflections of collapsing frames
(thus, whack, porch, ...)

horizons of distinguished distinctions,
and
mirrors of exaggerated exaggerations
(th--/us, wh---/--ack, po-r/--ch, ...)

criminals and madmen of the PANOPTICON (HA!)
delight in oceans and hate the genesis of the day
NOOOOOOOOOO
escape, ablate the nocturnal waterways from their
shiny refractions

My Time with the Moon
“Lovely Moon,” I said last night
“Lay your veil upon my grief
That I may rest in your light.”
“Your brother, the Sun, the sorrow he brings,
Is too much for me to take.”

And I listed for her petty things.
“Ta man, well-versed and wise,

Do know real love in my softened heart.”
And I took comfort in these words of mine.
“Child,” she said, “step closer to me,

For my eyes are bad and my light is dim,
That I may know to whom I speak.”
The closer I moved,
The more I felt

How difficult to speak
Of what surpassed me.
Moon said, “The love you call real
Is what your hand can hold.
You call love, oh child from dust,

Only that which you can control.

“Where do you think my bearable light does comes from?
Not mine is it,” Moon answered, “But my brother’s, the Sun.”
“T reflect Sun’s Love, his light, which is more than you or me,
I exist not without him and neither could you living be.
“You cannot hold or create Love as new.
It is Love that holds and Love that creates you.
“Upon the grace of Love can you alone rest.
This promise of grace from Love’s faithfulness.
“Before the Fall, hearts were soft and pure,

But one’s sin led to the hardened demeanor.
“Yet carved into stone, on your rock of a heart
Eternal Love is still found and never parts.”
So the moon did let me leave,
Explaining what I could not see.
And I waited for the day to come,
To show me Love assured by the Sun.

The Copper Bull of Phalaris (Retold)
In ancient times a king employed all of the poor men
in his kingdom to construct a palace where he could
treat his guests to the finest foods and entertainment his
gold could buy. He asked a local artisan to construct a
giant bull entirely from copper, that would be placed in
the center of the palace. The artisan poured all of his
thoughts and feelings into the molten copper and
shaped the bull with his pain and his joy. Day and
night he labored until finally the bull was finished and
it was presented to the king as a father presents a child.
The king had instructed that the inside of the bull was
to be hollow,

with a latch at the top, and that the no s-

trils were to be open passages for air into the hollow
chamber. He invited the artisan to the very first feast
that would be offered at the palace, and instructed him

to arrive early.
When the artisan arrived, he and the others who had

labored upon the palace were bound and thrown into
the interior of the bull. A fire was lit below the bull's
belly, while reeds were placed in the bull's nostrils so
that the screams of the dying emanated from the bull as
sweet music. Later that night, while the dinner guests
gorged upon the meats and wines of the king, no one
wondered where the music came from.
They only knew that it resounded through the halls, the
most beautiful music they had ever heard. The music
lasted through the night, as it did every other night as
long as the king reigned.

Kierkegaard turned the Phalaris myth into a parable
against the church.

Christian society, he claimed, d e-

vours the things of the world while pleasing itself by
the sounds of the suffering and dying, benefiting
from the sacrifices of the saints and martyrs while
making no such sacrifices themselves. Are we willing
to perceive suffering as suffering? Or do we transform
suffering into an elegant accompaniment
to our consumption of the world? According to
Kierkegaard, the suffering of Christ and the saints 1s
not meant to be admired or studied or discussed, but
imitated. The cry of the sufferer is the de profundis,
but a de profundis that says, "Come and follow me."
The reeds in the nostrils of the bull, which have the

power to transform screams into music, hurry to cover
over the de profundis, and tell us instead: "You are not
called to sacrifice and suffering, but while you
enjoy the things of the world be sure to admire and
contemplate the sufferers...it will make your consum ption all the sweeter."

In a different light
How soon we forget the sensation
of our own voices,

mine echoing between
the sound waves of yours.
In the night with star points
sharp against our foreheads,
we are empowered to construct

new paradigms in the night sky.
But now, in the daylight,

we are silenced
by numerous streaming obligations
to be lucid and present And connections between constellations
are a receding perception.

emancipation

The Testament, Spring 2002.
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somehow

the moon moved time slowly
that summer and today
and somehow I became a bridge, barrier, mirror
between you and your past fireflies
while your heart swelled and became my pillow
even before I knew you
a thousand questions form daily
and bury themselves behind my eyes
none of which I dare to voice

but often pray you see
fear and the good and bad of love
the constant flickering of childhood loyalty
translate perfectly into laughter and silence
over coffee in a crowded room
and somehow I feel safe and free
like light and air
yet glances and broken hearts bounce across the room
and we all slide back into our positions
trying to understand
hoping and longing for the dissolution of fences
we lean against the wall
and hours drown in the necessity
of each other
and rain
and freedom

Time It Was
The sun surrounds each rock in the manicured garden,
more English than Zen, with a bronze statue fading
to green ina dried fountain.

Soon they will fill it, soon summer

will begin. Daffodils are the first to flower, they tried
for weeks, their petalled heads still buried in green sheaths,
Their privacy, their fierce wills, knowing precisely the time
to open, and our jealousy at such meticulous inner logic,
since we are ruled by fear, not by the perfect law
of regeneration,
A day cloaked in sunlight, cramped with memories,
with the past’s vanity constantly rehearsing itself
to the present, like someone's audition with a borrowed
script, make up badly pressed against cheeks, around the eyes
in bold lines. Finding the perfect dress
for my love in a boutique in Indonesia,
pressing it into my sister’s hands, “will she like it?”, gifts
an inverted reflection of myself, courtship a game
where | listened to my own voice raining pale

on a sad street, the repetitive music, melancholy’s bored
reinventions, the intention to win her. [he night

I gave them to her she had been crying, weeks later
she left and afterwards the gasping breath.
Regret that we hadn’t ended it then, that we knew
our own poor love, and our inability to form the raw
nothing of our lives, trying to redeem ourselves through shallow
give and take, while spring all along knows the perfect time.
The guarded face of flowers open only when ready. Freedom is a gift
I keep getting then giving recklessly away.

No one knows where the dead are.
The graves are empty.
Was it decay or could it be that they have escaped?
Are they among us?
Within you?
Compelling you to laugh, to sing, to bite, to crawl?
Telling you you're bad, you're good, you're nothing?
You shall not transcend this world.
Your grave will be empty too one day.
And the world will never know, I will never know,
no one will know where you have gone.
In fact, there will be days in which we forget you were even here.
That is your hope.
Delight in that.
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Freed from Dinner’s Peas
A prickly silence, as
tension boiled over
with the peas (the same
ones we had eaten
frozen, before we heard
the garage door open).
But criticism ruined the
cooked peas, so we hid them
under the rim of our plates,
in napkins, and in plants.
I listened as the dull
voices spilled out,
wondering if it was a good time
to ask for a second hand-full
of chips or ice cream, and then
deciding that lunch 1s really
my favorite meal.

A song
Had to start again
Had to walk away
Find my way home
Had to turn around
Had to let it go
Take a new road.
I will be free
I will be whole.

Step by step by step
Choice by choice by choice
Walking back home
To find again the me I lost
To find again the dreams I had
I will be free
I will be whole

God the father
God the son
God the holy three in one
Salvation came to me this way—
Salvation came without your creeds
My life is whole
My life is new
My life sings of the joy I know
Praise God the Spirit
God the Light
God the Lover of This Life
I will be free
I will be whole

The fine, light brown sugar sand under my city feet
salty air curling my stick straight hair
sticky humid skin
turning from blinding white to
well, to the color of fine, light brown sugar sand
Que coisa linda gente
olha
olha so
Que contrario tambem
as the favela dwellers look out from their mountain of hardship
towards one of the world’s most beautiful oceans
Ipanema
I am weak with gratitude for the beauty, the green the blue the

yellow sun
and hungry, desire wakened
que contrario
the passion, remembered maybe of Eden
threatens to burn me up
and this time I might just let it.

after

10 weeks offield ed in Sao Paulo, Brazil,

written upon arrival into Rio de Janeiro

HYMN

TO THE LIVING

DEAD

Easter morning 1998

Chorus
See the spirits reaching out
rushing forth unseen,
from killing fields of Indian land
and lynching green
- they rise.
The living dead go marching on,
see the people struggle on,
keeping on for justice done.
The dead are living giving
power 'til the fight is won.
1.
Indian boy at Sand Creek.
Soldiers killing Indians every week.
Little boy floats sticks in the
water's whirlpool,
but the singing waters
meet the soldiers’ guns
- so cruel.
So up along the stream he runs,
toddler just a target for their guns.
Amny blue just laughs and sneers,
and the Mama has her tears... . but (chorus)
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Jim Ivy has his dying day.
White folks have their holiday.
Summertime picnics are
the white boys' shame,
Black man gets the stake and chain,
as they ready the flame.

Jum Ivy's screams and fears
bring only jeers and cheers Then the white girl goes on strolling home,

while Jim Ivy's burned and gone... . but (chorus)
3.
I remember how they tried.
Yes, | remember when we cried:
Heavy hung the fragrance
on the Honey-Locust leaf,
the running pulse of lovers
made the future seem so free.
But the steely powers of Babylon
brought guns and prison
down on them.

Joys of touch and smell were gone,
just aching in the wind.

... but (chorus)
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4.
Everardo was his name
His death was America's shame
There was no way out for this Maya
campesino,

so he fought a careful war
as guerilla leader from the
volcano.
Army trapped and tortured him,
U.S.A. paid the ones who did him in,
Everardo with a shout and rave
took his Maya rebel secrets
deep into the grave... . so (chorus)
>.
Tony Biaz loved his city,
NYPD was lord of his vicinity.
Tony had his straight-A's
and preachers’ ways,
aimed to join police
in his future days.
But Nuyorican Tony got
a cop's chokin' hold.
Now his Mama’s grown
fierce and bold
Tony's gone, another story told. . . . but (chorus)

IS

Notes for Hymn
I. For an account of the massacre of Cheyenne and Arapaho peoples in Sand Creek,
CO, see Bruce Cutler, Massacre
The
at Sand Creek (Oklahoma University Press,
1995), or Dee Brown, Bury My Heart at Wounded

Knee (Henry Holt, 1970).

2. For the account of the lynching of James Ivy in the Memphis News-Scimitar, September 1925, and the white woman who walked away calmly eating her sandwich
afterward - all as recorded by John Edgar Wideman - see his "Matter Prefatory," in
The Lynchers (Harcourt Brace, 1973).
3. For the list and the stories of political prisoners in the USA, their lives cut short in
the Spring of their lives, see Rev. Michael Yasutake, Can't Jail the Spirit: Political
Prisoners in the U.S. A Collection of Biographies. Second Edition. (Editorial El
Coqui, no date), and editors, James Vander Well and Ward Churchill, Cages of Steel:
The Politics of Imprisonment in the U.S. (Maissoneuve Press, 1992).

4. For the story of the capture and torture of Everardo Bamaca by CIA-funded military in Guatemala, see the book by his wife and lawyer Jennifer Harbury, Searching
for Everardo (Warner Books, 1997).
5. For the story of Anthony Bias, see Stolen Lives: Killed By Law Enforcement. 24
edition, Now Documenting over 2,000 Cases (New York: Stolen Lives Project,
He) ete Also, Anthony Biaz Foundation, 6 Cameron Place, Bronx, NY 10453.

(718) 364-2879
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boundaries

We invite you to consider the various boundaries we encounter,
which empower, limit, inspire and paralyze us all at once. They
silently influence our interactions and perspectives. They surround us and become us.
The editors,
Jeremy Funk, Jeannette Sorice, and Stephanie Sparacio
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Schizophrenia
The world is so empty
if one thinks only of

mountains, rivers and
cities:

But to know someone here &
there who thinks and feels
with us, and who though
distant 1s close to us in
spirit—this makes the earth
for us an inhabited
Garden.
Thinking of past loved ones . .
But one can never go
back to the Garden of
Eden, Paradise—
ever;

Boundaries are permanent
here—I think—burt feel,
like Fred, who though distant is close to me in mind,
that our path is for us
a self-retlecting question,
asking:
What happened, childhood?
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Letter to a John’s Whore
O Woman,

Wild woman,
Wined woman,

Woman in deep purples,
O scarlet woman:
Who made you drunk?

When the kings came
When the beasts came

When the saints came
When the tens upon sevens and seventy-sevens came,
Did you count?
Did you care?
O Woman,
Wined woman,

Flesh and devoured woman,
Carrying-the-cup woman:
Whose sin do you wear?
Whose cup do you bear?
O Burning woman,

Desolate and naked,
Beast woman,
Breast woman,

Riding-on-menstruating-hate woman,
Who lives like language in your waters?

Who stops up your flames?
Golden woman,
Crown woman,

O my mother woman,
Survey your empire.

Your daughters have gone.
O Woman,
Wild woman,

Blood woman,
Where isyour Lamb?
Ww

Too similar
When and where

Through dreams and lies
You gave me your father’s name
And smiled just the same
Cause I was present but lost
And always in love with your ideal
He would call you charger or dodger
Commanding to kick, tackle, kill
Blood and bone

Flesh poured into flesh
And you smile at me just the same

The Phoenix
Sudden from the ashes
from the blue breath of flame's quivering conversation

feathers are formed.
Skin swollen, skin blistered
gray dusk takes shape to heal splintered ground.
His surface becomes tactile, miraculous.
As bronze, as metal bathed in fire
backbone forms, follows spine, membrane.

Marrow laughs in its ashen bed,
calling back his soul, his Maker.

6

Without Imagination to Love
“T love you...”
Silence.
Pulsating with deep longing to know;
traced by the dew of orgiastic trembling;
alone in a canopy of Silence.
Heart dropping, never hitting a floor,
just dropping...
How much longer will this heart
accept the Silence? Tick-tock, tick-tock.
Listening and hoping from the limb
of a Willow.
Anterior interiority fashioned to coalesce in embrace;
now dropping, wishing,
dying for a slight caress, a yes of Welcome, a response.
Silence...

Sunflower’s Scent in Winter
As I stood in line

on the faceless side of a pink-winter-coat girl
and on the dark gray berber

carpet of the bank’s trampled floor,
I was flooded suddenly by the smell
of her perfume—your perfume. For a small lifetime
I held you in the arms of my memories.

you swam on the ocean of that scent; you held
me, too, and we were one again.
When the teller called, “Please, sir,
you are next,” all I could see was
the melted snow under
the pink-coat-girl’s feet.

On that carpet, before me, sat

a sloppy mess of once-white water. Just a footprint, now, on worn gray carpet.
I never stopped loving you.
I never stopped loving you.

reaching toward excommunicated memories
Returning, always returning, to the expectations once carved in my

every thought
(brilliant, subtle, overwhelming)
Memories consume me to the point that my vision is blurred and
the sounds are muffled
(heavy, deep, whole)
Memorial visions of evenings that grasp only outlines
Oh my God they’re coming again for the first time, the outlines are
moving, moving toward me, faster.
Lurking sounds of an immeasurable distance that is easily con-

quered through a harsh exhale

Anybody, can you hear these tones that slip in and out of the night,
it will be over and the hot air will soon leave my face

Repetition never helps, but memories are never quite the same
Nevertheless, constant reminders they are of a failed excommunication
Failed in that they return, but successful in that shame is forever at
my door

10

Full Bloom
Spring blooms
as a violent image.

She thrusts foward entrails,
forces tearing open
Winter's bowels of hushed secrets,
blanketed whispers.
Sick with flowers,
we lay with fever in the grass,

singing, shouting savage praise
of undying, cathartic devotion.
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Harvest

What the saints have spent, tireless
in their striving, sore at their knees in prayer,

I have spent in the garden of my thoughts, weeding,
planting, waiting where stems
Have only now broken new from earth's
grave, where flowering heads have not
made out of my efforts a bright
bouquet. Instead,
The harder work remains, divining
what is pulled and what belongs. Harrowing
the columns, stalks from stems, and making
their valiant fruits into an end.
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Anonymous Gay
I’m sick of all the blackened sidewalk gum stains
In New York City. I step on them.
Spit on them.
Ignore them—for a stride or two.
They must be from children, I think.
No, stupid people. Stupid people who don’t care about
Me. And my need for pristine walking space.
Or my need for the illusion of clean.
Like on the streets of my hometown.
Where you can’t be seen with your real lover.
For fear of losing your job. Or your friends.
But where you can walk on the illusion of clean.

Who are you?
Who are you to put up these walls around me?
Who are you to try and put me in some box?
Who are you to build a perimeter around my life and assume you
know me because of what someone else said?
Who are you to judge me by what you have heard about me, but
not from my mouth?
Who are you to violate my space, infiltrate my borders and claim
that you understand me?
You are society, the popular crowd, the gossips, the know-it-alls,
Christians, Pagans, the world...
Here someone comes to tear down the walls you have built.
Here someone comes to take me out of the box you put me in.
Here someone comes to destroy the perimeter around me and to
defend me against your defamation.
Here someone comes to refute your judgment.
Here someone comes to restore my space and my borders... who
really
understands me.
Who is this someone?
My God.
Le

Niagara Falls
Your name is Andrea Vandoren
And I remember the night

We stayed up late in your Hospital Room
Sharing tears and joys — that is, sharing life
I did not know I was standing on Holy Ground
I was faked out by the instruments and the tubes in your veins
But while death stood poised over you, jaws wide open
You kept it waiting
You preferred to plan a road trip with your parrot to see Niagara

The book ofyour life

has some pages I do not understand
But in those holy hours
You offered me communion

with the art of being grateful
I am sorry I wasn’t there
when you reached Niagara Falls
But a mile upstream the river flows so slow
It’s easy to pretend it goes on forever
Your name is Andrea Vandoren

And I will not forget
How you chose to listen to Elvis
Instead of listening to Death
You taught me
it is better to live while you are dying
than to die while you are living
And I will not forget
You name is Andrea Vandoren daughter of the living God.
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Untitled
Attacked from all sides
Ambushed and beaten down
How do I move forward
Through the Pilgrim’s canyon?
My blood spills
For I have plunged the knife
Into my own belly;
The sword that fells me
Is my own

And my enemy delights
As I languish
I am dead
My soul slain
Drained of live
In a Valley of Dry Bones,
My flesh rots
Where is Your Spirit
From which I cannot hide?
Where Y our life-giving Promise?
Why have I fallen
When angels were to bear me up?
Can You win even now, O Lord?
Now that Your own

Has committed suicide?
Is Your grace sufficient
Even for me?
Are my filthy rags too soiled
Even for You?
Rescue me

Call me forth
Deliver me of my stench
Again and again
For You have told me
That I am Yours

Redeem me
Only You can

My beloved.
19
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